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Analysing Trends in UK Household Income Inequality:
A New Approach

Derek Leslie and Alex Whartonr

Absfrad
Using data derived from 30 years of the IFS
Households Below Average Ineome Data Set,

this paper examines the impact that the UK
social securip system had on UK household
income inequality between 196l and 1991. It
asks whether rising inequality duing the
1980s was due to a grcater ploporliott of
households being in receipt of social secuity
or whether it was due to the fact thal the
system became less generotu to households on
social searrity hecause benefits were ind*
linked rather than being linked to average
living stmdards. Using a new, systematic
procedure for decomposingchanges in income
inequality, sftong evidence is found for a
rtsing EguaHty 'numhers' efect, Iargely
offset by ot ineqtakty4ecreasing 'generosity'
effect, duing the 1970s and an
uncompensaled i nequa lity-i ncreasi ng
generosity effect &ning the 1980s.

1. Inao&tdion
Did IJK household income inequality increase
during fre 1980s because of the fact that
greaternumbers ofhouseholds were in receipt
of sooial seourity benofit or did it insrease
becausethe social security systern became less
generons, relative to other income sources?
Or did it insrease for other reasons? The
main "i'n of this paper is to develop a new,
systematic rnethod of answering this type of
question. We show that there was a

strong'numbers' effect before 1980, but that
rising inequality during tho 1980s was largely
the effect of decreasing 'generosity'.

Why is it necessary to take a systematic
approach? The reason is that we can not
simply assed how a known change in the
social security slstem will affect incone
inequality. The following example illustates
this point. Suppose there are two bpes of
household, households on social security (nr)
and households not on social seourity (rrJ.
Suppose further that the log of income from
all sources (I) is described by the equation

Y=u+yX+u, (1)

where X is a categorisal varbble, inficating
that a household is either on (.Y=l) or not on
(X=0) social security and u is a random
distrubance term. Gven equation (l), tle
variance of the log of income is

n-vz n- -Var(Y)= "' -('Y\",Var(u) , Q)n 'n"

where the ralio n"ln gives the proportion of
households on social security. This has a
maximum value when n"/n = ll?. Equation
(2) demonstates that changes in the number
of households on social security can either be
inequality increasing or inequality reducing.

In this example, inequalrty is neasured as
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the vananie of log income. However, tn

what follows the inequality measure wiil be a

percentile range, specifrcally the 90tl - lOtl
percentile of log income. It is clear from the

example that the percentile range will also

have a maximurn whet n"fn = l/2. Since, in
reality, the distribution of household income

is deternined by a far more complex process

than has been supposed here, it may be safely

concluded that changes in the number of
households on social security will have an

unpredrctable effect on incone inequality, and

that in general the inpact on ingome
inequality of a partioular change in the social
security systern can only be determined by an

ex-post analysis of the available data.

Needless to say, a systematic ap'proac\ such

as that taken here, is based on c€rtain stsong

assumptions. Nevertheless, it does provide al
intriguing new perspective on recent income
inequality trends.

Z The trethod of anatysis
Here the method is described in general terms,
and the specific application will be oudined
later. The technique was developed by Juhn,
Murphy, and Pierce (IMP; 1991, 1993) to
aooount for te,nds in US eanings inequality,
but is used here to analyse IJK household
inoome inegality tre.nds.? The basic idea is
that changes in the distibution of income may
be broken down into tlree constibent parts,
acoounting for changes in t[e fistibution of
obseryable household characGristics (lhe
numbers efrect), changes in the rewards
assooiated rr'ith particular characteristics (the
generosity effeot), and changes in
unobservables.

To be precise, let household incomg be

desoribed by the equation

where I, rs log weekly rncome for household
i rn year t, *{, is a veclor of obsorved

characteristics"for household i in year ,, T is
the corresponding vector of coeffrcients, and

ao is residual income accounted for by
unobserved variables. For analytical reasons

that will become clearer below, residual
income may be broken down into two
components, representing an individual
household's percentile looation in the residual
distibution, 0,, and the digtribution frrnction
of the residuals, F'( ). Bv defmition of the
cumulative distribution fu nction,

ui, = F,r(oi,lx), (4)

where F,{(r 1.tr") is the inverse cumulative
residual distribution for households with
oharacttristics-{o in year L

Nexl construct two artifrcial distributions.
The first fisribution is given by the equation

Y,) = X,i * i, (5)

where i is a vootor of average coeffrcients for
the shrdy period, ald r,, is a vector of
residuals taken for each household i from the
average ormulative distribution of resialuals

for the same period. Since ooemci€nts and

residuals are effectively fxed, any ohange in
the distribution of lrr is attributable only to
changes in the disrribution ofXos

The second distribution is conshuctedusirg
the equation

Y] = Xr^1, ' iu' (6)

Changes in the distribution of lrz are now
attributable to changos in the -Yp and 1p.

The assigrrmont of the residuals ao is central
to the deconposition, and is made as follows.
Firs! estimate equation (3) for every year r ofYit = Xi .+ uit' (3)
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First, estimate equation (3) for every year / of
the study period. Secondly, pool the residuals
and arrange then in percentile order. Finally,
assign an 'average' residual to each of the
households in year / by matching the location
of each household's estimated residual incone
in the disbibution of year, residuals to the
conesponding residual in the distibution of
pooled residuals. For example, if the ith
residual in equation (3) is located by the pth
percentile of the u, distribution, then the
assigned residual u is located by the pth
peroentile of the distibution of pooled
residuals. The JMP technique may be used to
analyze changes at any chosen percentile
difrorence. It is used here to analyzc changos
in the log housshold income differential
between the 90th and l0th percentilos of tho
I, distibution. A change in this differential
across any two years is denoted as M. lf &rc
corresponding change in the differentials of
the for and Ir'? distributions are represented
respectively by Mt and Al, then the
decomposed change in f, is given by

tie Mt + (Mz - Lzll e)
*@z_Mr)

This identity breaks down dre overall change
in the spread of income into tiree parts. The
first pafi is atfibutable to changes in dre
disfribution of dre Xs, ihe second part is
attributable to ..hrnges in the ys, and the final
psrt is attributable to changes in the
dishibution of residual income. No attempt
is nade to isolate the separate impacts of
unobserved variables and their unobserved
coeffrcie.nts. Besidos, Suen (1996) argues that
this is a somewhat dubious exerciee.

3. Apflication of rte tuchnique
Equation (3) is used to analyze trends in UK
household income inequality in three separate
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ways. Model (l) is estimated in two ways
and version (l) is

Ytt ='{o + "t |HISE, + yfHIPPo + lfHIIo

+ 1.PI{15S4, + t rPHOIa + ue, (g)

where PIIISE is the proportion of incone
obtained from self-enploynen! PIIIPP is the
proportion obbined from private pensions,
PHII is the proportion obtained from
inves[nont income, PIIISSB is rhe proportion
obtained fron social security, and PHOI is
the proportion obtained fiom other sources.
Income from employment is onitted because
all the proportions would, by dofinition, sum
to unity. The specifrcation of this equation is
based on the idea that incomo lovols may be
related to incomo oo'mposition. Here the
proportions representhousehold charasteristics
and the coeffrcients r€pres€nt the gonerosity
with which particular souroes ar€ rewarded
relative to eamed income. This equation is
admftledly ad hoc but Arns out to frt the data
quite well.

Equation (8) is simplified to give version
(2) of model (l),

Yn = Po + PFHISSBT * u,,. (9)

It tums out that equation (9) frts the data
almost as well as equation (8), suggesting that
the social security system has been a major
factor in income inequality changes. Equation
(9) can then be used to answer tho questions
raised earter. The coefficient S. represents
the 'relative generosity' of the social security
system. A fal through tine in the value Bn

relative to Bo indioates dut the system has
becone 'less generous' as a souroe of inoome.
PII/S.9B, reprosenting the proportion of
income obtained from social security, can
range from zero to one for individual
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indicates that eiiher the numbers depend€nt on

social security have increased (a change from
zero to a positive number), or simply that a

greater proportion of dependent households'
income comes from the social security system.

In short, it gives a summary measure of how
changes in the importance of the social
secwity system have impacted on income
inequality, and underlies what is termed as the
'numbers' effect. The decomposition of
equation (9) is a practical way of untangling
these two separate inlluences fuenerosity and

numbers) on income inequality trends.
Model (2) gives a different but

complementary perspective on income
inequality trends by linking household income
to the kind of household characteristics (age,

rogion, household size and so on) that might
be found in a typical earnings function, rather
than the income variables of model (l). The
crucial difference between this and the usual
earnings function is that here income refers to
iotal after tax income from all sources and not
just income fron employment. Altogether we
have 50 separate household characteristics,
split into seven main categories. These can

be seen in Table 3 and will be described more
fully later.

A sinple example describes how nodel (2)
can provide a complementary picture about
the 'numbers' and 'generosity' effect.
Consider the variable 'age'. An ageing
population, represented by an increase in the
older age category, may imply that the
number of pensioner households is increasing,
witl a consequent rise in inequality - a

'numbers' effect Changes in the coelficient
attached to the age variable show how well
such households me rewarded relative to other
groups. This would be the generosity effect.
The same interpretation can be applied to the
olher variable groups that make up model (2).

4. The data
Data on household income and household
characteristics are derived from 30 years of
the Households Below Average Income
(HBAI) data set, survey years l96l-1991.3
Households need to be distinguished from
benefit units. There are six benefit unit types

in the HBAI data set, namely couPle
pensioner, single pensioner, couple with
chiklren, couple no children, single with
children, and single no children. The tlpical
household coruists of a single benefit unit.
However, there are a number of multiple
benefit unit households. The HBAI data set
assigns the entire household income to each of
the benefit units within these households.
This income is the total income received by
all the separate benefrt units that make up the
household. Some analysts treat benefit units
as the basic income unit. This is not possible
here because the HBAI data set does not
provide a way of assigning income to
individual benefit units, other than the ad hoc
method of equal division. Therefore, multiple
benefit unit households are described by the

Head of Household benefit unit Model (2)
which focuses on specific household
characteristics always refers to the Head of
Household's benefit unit in the case of
multiple benefit householels. The existence of
multiple benefrt unit households in a small
number of cases is contolled for using
additional e4lanatory variables for the

number of benefrt units in the household.
Household income is defined as the log of

weekly disposable income in January 1994
prices. This is the total of afler-tax receipts

from emplolmen1 self-employment, private
pensions, investuent, social s€curity benefrts,

and other soruces across all the individuals
within a household.' To maintain the
consistency of total net incone summing to
its component parts, income is effectively
equivalent to the HBAI before-housing-cost



measure of income. The only differences are

that income here includes local taxes and is
not MIRAS adjusted, the reason being that it
is not clear from which income component
tlese two categories should be subtacted. In
practice, this makes liffle difference.

The following data are excluded from our
inquiry; data on households whose lotal
income is non-positive, and data on
households for whom any one component of
income is negative. Once again this is a very
small number of observations. 1964 data are
omitted for model (2) because region codes
are not available. The advantage of the HBAI
data set is its consistency, which enables a
cornparison to be made of results over time.
Neverdreless, the sample sizes of Family
Expenditure Survey data prior to 1968 were
relatively small. Since HBAI data are derived
from FES data, the pre-1968 results should be
trealed with caution. This problem is more
apparent with model (2).

Due to non-response, the HBAI data set
does not provide a representative sample of
the population. This problem can be dealt
with using grossing faclors. However, as the
ain of this decomposition is not to make
statements about the proportion of the
population that are in poverty, the issue of
non-response is not a major dilficulty. Only
if the non-response changed in a systematic
way through time could the decomposition
produce potentially misleading results.s

Finally, income data are not equivalised.
This is because of the specific question to be
addressed. We want to explore how changes
in the social security system impacted on the
distribution of total (non-equivalised)
household income. We are not specifrcally
concemed with living standards. Anyway,
according to Jenkins (1995), the general
picture about trends is robust to the choice of
inequality index, defrnition of income used,
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receiving uni! or equivalence scale used.u

5. Resulb
Models (l ) and (2) were estimated for each of
the years 1961 to l99l (except 1964). An
example of the frst version of model (1) is
shown in able (l) for 1991 data.

The model explains 48 per cent of the
variance of income. This compares more than
favourably with typical estimates of the
popular human capital earnings model.' The
intercept implies that the level of household
income is positively related to the proportion
of income coming from emplolment; on
average, the greater dre proportion of income
from emplolment, the greater is the level of
household income. In the absence of income
from all other sources, households in 1991
would have expecied to earn approxirnately
f19,000 per annum from employment
(January 1994 prices, oalculated as
52+exp(5.8914))- The other coefFrcients
indicate that households with income from
investments, social security benefit, and other
sources (but not self-employnent income and
private pensions), received significantly less

income than those on eamings alone. For
example, if all income came from social
security recipients alone table (1) predicts this
as approximately f,5,000 (calculated as

52*exp(5.8914 - 1.3210). The mean annual
income of households in l99l was
approximately f.1 1,500.

An example of the second version of model
(l), which consists of the single explanatory
variable, namely the proportion of income
received from social security, is shown in
table (2), again for I 99 I . Version (2) explains
47 per cent of the total variation of income
and supports the earlier contention fhat the
parsimonious specification works almost as

well as version (l). Note that the coefficient
PHISSB is very similar to drat in table (1),
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Table l.
Estimst€s of the iafluence of income source on hg (weekly)
bousehold income in 1991.

Erpl itory v.rirbl. CoclncL[t Sa.r&rd Error

ConsCtdt

Proportioo of hous.hold itrcotrrc iom:

Sclf-€nplotm.nt (HISE)

Privaie pcmions (HIPP)

lor€stn. inc.me (PHII)

Social sc€udty bcrcfit (PHISSB)

Oth.t somcs (PHOI)

N - 5139

Rt - 0.4E38

5.E9t4.

4.0636

-.0.t)634

4.3096.

-1.3210.

4.7101.

0.0115

0.0179

0.0501

00541

0.0195

0.0705

. sispific.nt d I p.r c,cfi levcl

Table 2.

Estimates of the influence of sociel security benefit on log (weekly)
houschold income in 1991,

Consrnt

Proportiol of hourcbold ittcon tonl

Soci.l s.{Nrity |'€Ilcfir (PHff}SB)

N = 5139

R, = 0,4m3

5.8394.

-t,zwr. 0.0t91

. gigrific.Dt at I p€r cqrt Lvol
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Tsble 3.

household income in 1991.

Bq|€fit unit typc
Couplc pcnrioncr
Singlc pcNrsioncr

Couplc, with or withod childEn
(BENCHMARK)
Sin3lc, lPith or without childr!!

Economio sta|us
Slnglc or c.uplc, rt l.r$ onc i! ftll.tim. rclf-
adph'ymcnf
Slnglc o. couplc, h tull-timo cmployment
(BENCI{MARK)
Corplc, onc ir fulltiEc .rnploymo!! ona ln
paddne anploymant
Co{rpla, oric in full-tidc .mploymcrl onc not
wo*in8
Orl. or morc tr plrt-timc !ro*
H!!d or rpo[lc rgcd 60 or ovcr
HG{d or spousc unctbploycd
Odlct!

Houschold tcnurc typc
t ocrl euthority r6tsd ut|fi|tDkhcd or houBtng
Gooirtion
Odr€ rq|tcd unfur shGd
Rcltid ftmilicd
O$rncd with motergc, ircluding oqncd by
Entrl prrclrrcc (BEDICUM RK)
Owncd odrigtn
Rcrt &!c

0.1503.
-0.3788*

4.1817.

-o-2t94.

4.2n4.

-0.33tt.

4.5n5*
.0.7638*

-1.01| 7'
4.6753.

{.280?*

4212i.
4.t?9r.

..0.0995.

42769.

0.0471
0.0441

0.0206

o.ott5

0.0261

0.025,1

0.0372
o.0377
0.0360
0.0302

0.0197

0.0375
0-03ts

0.0m7
0-(X57

Estimstes of the influence of observed household characteristics otr log
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R.gion
No.thct|l
Yorks and Humbcrsidc
Nordt Vtcstcm
Est Midl.nd!
WG3t Midbrdt
E.c Aqglia
Grslcr landon
Soudi Erlr (BENCITMARK)
So|dt Wadartr
Walar
Scotlend
Nord&m lrElslrd

Agc of hcad
Ag.d 25 tr hss

Agcd 26 to 35 (BENOIMARK)
Agcd 36 to {5
AScd 16 to 55
Agcd 56 to 60
Agcd 5l to 65
Agcd 66 or tlorr

Numbor of chil&rn
lo (BENCIIMART)

OnG

Tvo
Thr!€
Four ot motc

Numbor of Bcncfit mib
One {BENCHMARK)
Trro
ThFc or mor€

N - 5139

R: = 0.6008

4.18U.
-0.1643.
.l).1| 78.
-0.18.t4*
4.t776*
{.1609.
0.0536'.

.0.0966.

.0.2004.
-0.u61.
-.0.314tr

4.1337*

0.0t42
{}.015?
0-0297

0.0871..
.0.0338

0.0520..
0.1t63.
0.lJ14.
0.3215.

o.4374.
0.6,139'

0.0302
o.0262
0.0214
0.0?i2
0.02J8
0.0364
0.tD,r5

o.02t2
0.0330
0!262
0.04E2

0.rD94

0.02t 3

0.0235
0.0319
0.0395
0.0526

0.0226
0.0243
0.0357
0.0584

0.0t88
0.0341

t Si8ntficdrt it I pcr crr* oorfdcDra .* Signific€nt at 5 pcr cmt lcvcl
l6/el
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further supporting the view that the simple
specifrcation is an adequate one- Given the
well-known unreliabiliry of self-employment
income ald a tendency to under-report its
value, a simple model that ignores this income
sourc€ is additionally useful. The
deconposition analysis will subsequently
confirm litde difference befireen these two
versions ofmodel (l). The practical advantage
of this is drat, because it contains only one
specific variable, it makes the JMP
deoomposition easy to interpret.

The corresponding example for model (2)
is shown in table (3). Here income is

e4lained by conventional household
characteristics. rather than income sources.

The first group of variables is called benefit
unit type, with the default category shown as

BENCHMARK. The other groups, again with
the benchmark category indicat€d, are

economic status, household tenure t'?e,
region, age, and number of children- The
final group is number of benefit units in the
household. This can be seen to have had an

income-enhancing effect on household
income, as might be expecied.

Care must be taken in interpreting the
results of model (2). For example, it would
appear that a couple pensioner did rather
betier than the default category of
working-age couples. How€v€r, most couple
pensioners would be in the 'others' economic
stahrs oategory, mainly those economically
inactive, which can be seen to have a large
negative impact on household income.

The results imply that in 1991 the income
of the benchmark household was significandy
higher than the income of most other
represented households. For example, the
estimated intercept implies that the mean,
annual, disposable income of dre benchmark
household (see above) was approximaGly
f,23,000 in January 1994 prices. By

Economic Issues, Vol- 4, Part 2, $eplember )999

comparison, fte income of a single,
unemployed person, aged less than 26 years

old, without children, and renting
accommodation from a local authority in the
North West, was about f,3 ,000. The
exceptions comprise variants of the
benchmark household. Model (2) explains
approximately 60 per cent of the variation in
household income, which is once again rather
betler than tnical €stimates of the human
capital model for eamed income,

6. Decompositian analysis
A visual representation of the decomposition
is the nost informative way io identify broad
trends. Figures (l) and (2) refer to versions
(l) and (2) of model (l) and figure (3) refers
to model (2). 1961 is the benchmark year
indicated by 100. All comparisons are

relative to 1961. Four series are shown,
representing each of the four terms in
equation (7). The first series is the overall
change in inequality; a positive slope
indicates rising inequality, and a negative
slope indicates falling inequality. The parts

accounted for by changes h characteristics,
coeflicients and unobservables are also shown.
For any specific year, these conponents sum
to the overall change in inequality.

Between 1961 and 1983 the overall income
inequality series exhibits a clear, cyclical
pattern. It shows income inequality
fluctuating between about plus five per cent
and minus ten per cent of its 196l level,
plotting roughly two peak-to-peak cycles,
averaging eight years duration. It shows
increasing income inequalif in the periods
l96l-1963, 1967-1972, 1976-1980, and
decreasing income inequality in the periods
1963-1967, 1972-1976, and 1980-1984.
B€tween 1984 and 1991 the series exhibits a
stikingly differ€nt pattern. It shows a

persistent annual increase in income inequality
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of approximatEly four per cent per amum,
giving a six year increase of about 24 per
cent. This mirrors trends identified by other
inequality series, despite the several
adjusbtrents we made for th€ particular
purpose !o be considered here.8

Figures (l) and (2) are virtually identical,
sugg€sting that w€ can safely ignore fig. (l),
and focus instead on the questions addressed

specifrcally by tle second decomposition
based on the parsimonious specification. In
frg. (2), 6e characteristics effect shows how
changes in the composition of income
contributed to inequality changes (measured at
the 90th-l0th percentile). It suggests that
there was an inequality enhancing
characteristics effect up to 1978; but that after
1978 characteristics had a very modest effect
on income inequality changes.

The coeffrcients series shows the
component of the change in overall inequality
accounted for by changes in the (relative)
generosity of the social security system. As
the plot of the series demonstrates, changes in
the system's generosity had a considerable
impact on income inequality throughout lhe
strdy period, 1961-1991. Between 1961 and
1982, these changes tended to reduce
inequality. However, between 1982 and
I 99 I , rey were clearly inequality increasing,
accounting for roughly three-quarters of the
total increase in income inequality during the
1980s.

The residual series describes the impact that
changes in unobsewables have had on income
inequality. Up until 1984 changes in
unobservables appear to have had a very
modest effect. However, after 1984 they
increased the dilferential by about seven
percentage points. Jenkins (1996) suggests
tfiat this may be due to increasing inequality
within the distribution of self-employment
income-

Economic Issues, Vo| 4, Patt 2, September 1999

Although figure (2) shows the impact of
component parts on the overall change in
inequality, it says nothing about how the
actual values of these components changed.
The example at the outset of the paper argued
that it is not clear how a rising or decreasing
proportion of income coming from social
security will affect inequality.

Figure (4) sheds more light on this. It
plots the average value of PHISSB
year-by-year, changes in which cause the
characteristics (numbers) effect. It also plots
the ratio of lhe coeffrcients from equation (9).
This ratio shows the relative generosity of the
social security system, and is called the
Generosity Index. An increase shows the
system becoming more generous and a
decrease indicates declining generosity,

Figue (4) exhibits distinct pattems that
should be viewed in conjunction with figure
(2). PHISSB shows two distinct phases. Up
to 1983, the proportion of income obtained
from the social security system steadily
increased, before going into steady decline
thereaft€r. Notice that this does not exactly
translat€ into a similar change in inequality.
For exarnple, PI//SSB increases in the 1975

1984 period, yet s€ems to have no effect on
inequality. Only after 1984 when the share

starts to fall does it have a modest
inequality-reducing role. This suppods the
contention made at the outset, namely it is not
possible a priori to predict the impact of
changes in the social security system on
income inequality.

The generosity line in figure (4) tells a
similarly interesting siory. There are two
distinct phases in its development, indicating
that the social securif slstem became more
generous up to 1983/84, and less generous

thereafter. Note that the generosity effect was
tending io have an inequality-reducing impact
up to 1984, and an inequality-increasing
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impact thereafter. So it seems that a less
generous sysiem is, in practice, associated
wilh a more unequal income distribution.
Note that in the example of equation (2),
income becomesunambiguously more unequal
if R. declines in value relative to Bo.

Figure (3) displays the decomposition of
model (2). This shows three distinct periods,
namely l96l to 1968, 1968 to 1980, and 1980
io 1991. During the first period, falling
income hequality appears io be best explained
by changes in unobservables, but the results
are fairly erratic reflecting the small sample
sizes. Indeed. in this sontext. neither the
subsequent zudden upswing of the relative
incomes effect between 1967 and 1968 nor
the corresponding downswing of the residual
effect are surprising. During the second
period, changes in income inequality are best
explained by a combination of changes, both
in the distribution of household characteristics
and the relative incomes of those
characteristics. The tendency for the two
effects when combined to overstate the achal
level of inequality change is explained by the
inequality-reducing residual effect of 1968.

Finally, the inequality-increasing tendency of
the numbers effect seems to have been largely
cancelled out by the tendency of the relative
incones effect to reduce inequality. After
1980, changes in income inequality are
explained by changes in the relative incomes

fuenerosity) effect and, to a lesser extent, by
changes in unobservables.

7, Conclasion
The social security system was a major factor
in inoome inequality changes tlroughout the
period 196l to 1991. During the 1960s and
1970s, ohanges in the importance of the social
security system as a source of income
(increasing numbers of dependents- increasing
dependence) gave rise to a strong

Economic Issues, Vol. 4, Part 2, September 1999

inequality-enhancing numbers eff€ct, largely
offset by an inequality-reducing generosity
effect. More significantly, the substantial
and extraordinary rise in UK household
income inequality during the 1980s reported
here and elsewhere is best explained by the
fact that the social security sysGm became
less gen€rous !o households on social security.

According to Johnson (1996), the
inequality-increasing generosity effect of the
1980s may be attributed in large part to the
price indexation of social security benefrts, as
well as the tax changes which favoured those
on high incomes. Since the average incomes
of workers rose in real terms during dris
period, average indexJinked benefrts
necessarily fell in relative terms.
Consequently the income gap between
households dependent on social security
benefits and the rest of the population grew.
This study has confimred that the evolution of
the social security system had an important
in{luence on income inequality.

Endnotes

l. Manchester Metropolitan University and
University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Teehnology (UMIST),
respectively. The IFS 'Households Below
Average Income Data Set' is made
available by the University of Essex
ESRC Data Archive and is gratefully
acknowledged. The authors wish to thank
the editor and anonJrmous referees for
useful comments. Remaining errors and
omissions are their orln.

2. Examples of previous applications of the
JMP technique are Blau and Khan
(1992,1993), Blackaby et al. (1997),
Goldin and Margo (1992) and Margo
(lee5).
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3. Goodman et al. (1995a). Households
Below Average Income is the data set
name; it does not mean that the sample
consists of only those below average
income.

4. See Goodman et al. (1994b), Appendix
four. This gives definitions of income
sources.

5. As well as using grossing factors the
HBAI data set adjusts very high incomes
for non-response. Once again, the
consistency requirement precludes this
adjustuent, but only a very small number
of households are involved.

6. The estimates were all repeated using the
75th - 25th percentile decomposition, and

the same basic pattern was found.

7. Blackaby et al. (1998) is a good
contemporary example using British data.

8. Goodman and Webb (1994) use the same

HBAI data to analyse changes in a Gini
coefficient neasure of inequality. Their
Figure (1) shows the same cyclicalpattern
as that shown here, with a sharp rise in
inequality after 1984. They point to
on-off incomes policies in the early period
as ore cause of the cyclical compression
effect. Jenkins (1995,1996), Atkinson
(1994), Johson (1996), DSS (1994) atso
analyse the post-1980 rise in inequality.
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